Why Am I Suffering
Crossword Puzzle

Clues and words taken from Job 11:13-16; 23:8-12; John 9:1-3 (Living Translation)

Across
2. so the _?_ of God could be seen
4. I will come out pure as _?_
6. not because of his _?_ sins
7. I do not see Him in the _?_
9. you will forget your _?_
11. Who asked "Why?"
13. _?_ your heart
14. lift up your _?_ in prayer

Down
1. He knows where I am _?_
3. the man was _?_ from birth
5. I go west but cannot _?_ him
6. I have stayed on God's _?_
8. I have _?_ His words
10. your _?_ will brighten
12. leave all iniquity _?_ you